
Focus on patient care
Gases, equipment and services for 
emergency medical services

Airgashealthcare.com

Changing care. With you.

Running out of medical gases during patient care isn’t 
an option for you. As a first responder, the community 
you serve depends on you to have the right tools to 
administer emergency healthcare services. With the 
additional tasks of managing emergency medical 
oxygen, nitrous oxide, and other supplies you need,  
while also maintaining your budget, you need a  
supplier that simplifies the process.

Airgas Healthcare can provide the medical gases, 
equipment and safety products and PPE you need,  
including gas expertise. In addition, quick access to 
customer service and a robust portfolio of digital tools 
helps you better manage your time—so you can focus  
on emergency patient care instead. 

• Avoid runout of medical gases

• Access customer service for
quick and easy resolution

• Save time with streamlined
bill pay, account and
inventory management



More Products and Services

Medical gases, including medical  
oxygen and nitrous oxide, in a  
variety of supply modes

Safety products and Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) to keep you and your 
patients safe

Gas handling accessories like  
regulators and carts help you  
safely deliver medical-grade gases

Supply chain solutions to help simplify 
account, billing and inventory 
management

A network of specialists with expertise in 
gas delivery systems, respiratory therapy  
and environmental, health and safety (EHS)

Focus on patient care instead
With gases, equipment and services for first responders 
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Our Offer

Airgas Healthcare’s mission is to support our healthcare customers in your 
mission to improve lives. We offer a one-stop shop for medical gases including 
emergency oxygen and medical nitrous oxide, equipment and services for EMS 
teams throughout the US. Innovative cylinder valve technology, equipment and 
safety products help you safely manage your medical gas supply and maintain 
your schedule. Our large national footprint with local support helps ensure you 
have what you need and when you need it, so you can quickly administer 
emergency healthcare services on demand.

In addition to a full product portfolio, Airgas offers  
easy and quick access to customer service via your 
local healthcare specialist or Airgas Total Access®,  
at your local branch, or by logging into your account  
on Airgas.com.

Airgas also provides a comprehensive digital tool  
set via Airgas.com that gives you visibility to better 
manage your supply chain: from bill pay and  
invoicing to ordering gases and products,  
to inventory management to help forecast  
usage and reduce runouts.

With Airgas Healthcare, you get the products and services you need so you  
can focus on patient care instead.

WOB™
Innovative cylinder valve 

technology designed exclusively 
for safe, mobile medical  

applications. Our new EMS WOB 
cylinder conveniently fits right into 

the ambulance cylinder holder.

Ask us about WOB+™— same great 
features plus FDA 510k cleared as 

MR Conditional.




